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1.1. What is 3DTitles?
Congratulations, and thank you for choosing 3DTitles.
The better you are acquainted with your software, the easier it will be for you to work with it. So please take the
time to read this manual and familiarize yourself with the information that we have complied for you before starting
off with your new power tool for subtitling in 3D. It contains important data and instructions intended to assist you
in gaining maximum usage benefits and satisfaction from your 3DTitles's unique and in-numerous range of
technical features and capabilities.
At a glance you have discovered a very powerful and fully customizable professional solution for adjusting normal
2D subtitles to be perfectly displayed in 3D movies or television.
3DTitles is amazingly easy to learn and a joy to use.
Ultimately with its additional features, 3DTitles can automate a significant part of the job and you can unbelievably
easy produce and deliver subtitles in 3D for the TV and Movies industry right from your home.
3DTitles is mainly intended as a part of a workflow. For that reason the software can open .ezt files created with
our professional subtitles preparation software - EZTitles.
The output files 3DTitles provides can be used by our dedicated plug-ins - for Adobe Premiere®, for Avid® Media
Composer® and for ProMedia Carbon in order to be imprinted within the video. There is an export option as well.
You can save your subtitles in Sony's Blu-ray BDN XML with stereoscopic extension format along with Final Cut Pro's
XML, EDL and the XML file formats intended for Digital Cinemas.

We wish you an enjoyable subtitling experience.

The EZTitles Team
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1.2. Copyright and Distribution
All the rights of 3DTitles belong to EZTitles Development Studio Ltd.
By buying our software, you obtain the right to use it on a single computer only.
You are not allowed to use 3DTitles on more than one computer at a time, unless you have been given special
permission by EZTitles Development Studio Ltd. to do so.
Making copies of the product or certain parts of it is permitted for backup purposes only.
You are given no permission to modify, change, adapt, translate, disassemble, decompile or create secondary
products based on the original one.
Distribution of 3DTitles or granting user rights to third parties is strictly forbidden, unless you have been granted
special rights by EZTitles Development Studio Ltd. to do so.
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2.1. How does 3D work?
The third dimension in 3D movies is simple - depth. It joins the other two dimensions of height and width (of the
screen). By adding depth to the viewing experience, some objects seem closer to you. While others seem further
away.
Up to day most of the 3D content is produced using two cameras, one for each eye. This is known as stereoscopic
video.
The basics of the Stereoscopic 3D are that there are two different images displayed for each eye. Similar to the
real world where each eye sees slightly different image this creates the illusion of depth within the picture. There
are various stereoscopic 3D display techniques using auto-stereoscopic 3D displays, anaglyph glasses, passive
polarized glasses, active shutter glasses, etc. Each of them have its pros and cons but the basic idea for all of them
is to display different image for each eye.
More interesting in the scope of this manual is the 3D distribution and delivery. Here is a list of the most popular
approaches:
Top-Bottom

The two images are placed within a single frame divided in two
parts vertically. The left eye image occupies the top half as the
right one represents in the bottom half.
If you load the video file in a normal (non-3D) video player you will
see a picture similar to the one on the left.
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Side-by-Side

The two images are placed within a single frame divided in two
parts horizontally. The left eye image occupies the left part as the
right one stands within the right part of the frame.
If you load the video file in a normal (non-3D) video player you will
see a picture similar to the one on the left.
Interlaced

The two images are placed within a single frame where the one
image occupies the even lines as the other image occupies the odd
lines.
If you load the video file in a normal (non-3D) video player you will
see a picture similar to the one on the left. The red area
represents the first image as the green area is the second one.
Dual-stream

The two images are inserted in two separate synchronized video streams.

All of the techniques listed above are supported by 3D Titles. There are other ways to deliver and encode
stereoscopic 3D contents like MPEG's Multi-View Coding (MVC) and 2D+Depth but because of their complexity they
are not widely used yet.
Most of the time 3DTitles will detect on its own the type of stereoscopic 3D layout. But if it did not and the video is
not properly displayed on the screen you can select the proper layout from the Project settings menu. How to do
that is explained in details within the Setting up the layout section of this guide.
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2.2. How the depth is measured?
In general the illusion of depth is created by slightly displacing the objects in horizontal direction. Later in this
manual this is recalled as "parallax". If you move the object of interest in the left picture to the left and in the right
picture to the right you will create an illusion that the object is moving inside the screen. And vice verse, if you
move it in the opposite direction you will create an illusion that the object is reaching out of the screen.
In 3DTitles the monitor surface is assumed to be the zero point. If the subtitle is placed inside the monitor it has
positive depth, if it is outside the monitor the depth is considered to be negative.
There is no absolute way to measure the depth. It depends on many factors including the distance between the
human eyes, viewer's distance to the screen, screen's size and resolution, etc. In 3DTitles it is measured in units
representing the monitor (screen) width. A depth +1.0 means that the object is placed one monitor width inside.
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2.3. Subtitles in a new dimension
While the 2D subtitles can simply be applied to 3D material the overall result is not convenient. If the subtitles are
displayed with no depth or on a fixed depth they will conflict with the intended 3D illusion and cause uncomfortable
viewing.
The possibility of adding depth to the subtitles became a must thus they will be able to appear properly on the
screen without ruining the whole 3D viewing experience.
The vast majority of the process of adding depth to standard 2D subtitles is fully automated with 3DTitles. With the
help of our integrated depth detecting system the program will automatically estimate the depth of the subtitles.
And if the automation result is not satisfying the subtitler just have to choose the object to which the subtitle shall
be positioned and just click. 3DTitles will automatically calculate the necessary depth and apply it for the chosen
subtitle. These features will be explained in more details within the Changing the depth section of this manual.

In a new, dynamic position
The solution for properly displaying the subtitles in 3D TV or movies is to move them in 3-dimensional space in
relation to the action and point of interest occurring on the screen. But this rises another challenge. A single subtitle
may often stay on the screen for more than one shot. This means that additional care must be taken to assure that
the subtitle will be easy to read in relation to the changed point of interest when the new shot hits the screen.
Luckily, 3DTitles has an answer for this kind of issues. It allows the subtitle depth to be changed on the new shot.
The subtitler is able to divide the subtitle into a number of segments. Each of the segments can represent different
depth for the current subtitle moving it properly within the 3D space so it remains perfectly positioned during the
shot changes. And the viewer will not even notice the change. This feature will be explained in more details within
the Segments section of this manual.
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2.4. Subtitle preparation considerations
3DTitles is intended to add depth to subtitles created in standard way as you may already have found.
Please be aware that there are some requirements for subtitling in 3D. When the subtitles are displayed within the
3D environment there is additional time required for the viewer's eye to re-converge to read the subtitle and
subsequently converge again to focus on the action. That usually takes up to about one second each time. This
means that a given subtitle must be present on the screen for perhaps an additional 2 or 3 seconds depending on
the difference between the depth of action and subtitle's position on the screen.
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3.1. System Requirements
3DTitles uses NVIDIA® 3D Vision™ or NVIDIA® 3DTV Play™ technologies. Active glasses, compatible video card,
NVIDIA 3D Vision-ready PC display, HDTV or projector is required.
For more information abut the compatible video cards and display devices, please, refer to the NVIDIA website:
http://www.nvidia.com
Microsoft® Windows® Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1 and Windows 10.
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3.2. Installing 3DTitles
Installing 3DTitles is pretty easy. You just have to click the Next button after you've fulfilled the instructions on
every page of the wizard.
So we will focus only on the moments where you will be required to make a decision. Eventually you will come
across the following dialog:

License Agreement

After you have read and agreed to the 3DTitles software license, click the Next button and you’ll see the following
dialog:
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Here you can specify the directory where the software will be installed. By default it is specified as in the screenshot
above.

Afterwards you'll be asked to specify the Start Menu folder where the program will create and place its help and
uninstall shortcuts. You can also skip this folder creation by checking the "Don't create a Start Menu folder"
checkbox.
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3.3. Registering your software
First of all you may want to notify us about the successful delivery of that package we sent for
you and containing the USB Hardware Key. Our representative will then provide you with
username and password required for obtaining the full versions of our products.
In order to get your purchased copy of 3DTitles working you need to make sure that the USB
hardware key is properly plugged in the computer and you have installed the drivers required
for it to operate.
After that you can proceed forward and install 3DTitles itself.
If you are experiencing difficulties installing or starting the software you can always contact us,
by using the contact information provided later in this topic, for advice.
Once you have successfully finished with the installation and 3DTitles is up and running, you
can verify if all the features have been successfully registered by checking the Help/About
menu.

The About box is accessible from the About command from the Help menu.
You can find some general information about your computer from the System Information section.
Pressing the Details button will open additional dialog with information about the registered features, software's
expire date ( if you've purchased your license under an installment plan, rented it or you're just testing it for 30
days ) and support availability as described by the above picture.

Support
If you need additional help with 3DTitles you can always consult the following sources:
3DTitles Web site can be found at www.3dtitles.com. You can also obtain the latest 3DTitles version from
there.
3DTitles Support – support@eztitles.com
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Phone Support - You can call us from Monday to Friday between 9 AM and 18 PM CET at + 359 2
9631117 or + 359 2 866115.
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4.1. 3DTitles environment

Windowed mode
Due to the limitations of the technology used 3D is available only in full-screen mode where the graphical user
interface capabilities are very limited. This is the reason why the program starts in "windowed" mode which does
not display 3D:

Here you can use the menus to open your subtitles, the video file, setup the timecode or tune the application's
behaviour by using the Preferences menu.
When you open subtitles and video files, left and right pictures with the corresponding subtitles in the main video
preview area are displayed side by side so you can check if the stereoscopic 3D layout in the project settings is
correct.
The current timecode is displayed at the bottom right corner. The list of subtitles with their in- and out-cues and
duration is displayed on the right-hand side.
Beneath the main screen you can find toolbar from where you can control the video playback or the text's position
on the screen.
The Timeline displays more useful information - picture's depth according to the text's position on the screen and
subtitles' depth, subtitles' duration and available in the video shot changes.
To enter in 3D mode you need to go to full-screen by clicking the
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4.2. Opening a subtitle file
To start your project you must load a subtitle file into 3DTitles. Our software supports the native for EZTitles, .ezt,
file format only.
You can easily do that by selecting Open... from the File menu or by using the keyboard shortcut - Ctrl+O.
You can either select a subtitle file from a list of your recent projects by choosing Open recent from the File
menu.
If you open your file that way its corresponding video will be automatically loaded in 3DTitles.
Furthermore, 3DTitles remembers the exact subtitle you have been at last time you have saved your project and
will point right onto it. Thus you can continue your work right away without having to find the right subtitle first.
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4.3. Opening a video file
You can open a video file by choosing Open Video File... from the Video menu.
3DTitles supports the following video file formats:
AVI files

.avi

MPEG files

.mpg, .mpeg

Windows Media format files

.wmv, .wm, .asf

Quick time files

.mov

MP4 files

.mp4

Matroska Video Files

.mkv

Please, mind that the size of the video file loaded not necessarily matches the size selected with Project Settings/
Media. It is possible to use a draft copy of the movie with a smaller resolution in 3DTitles.
You can as well select to open a video from your recently opened files by choosing Recent Videos from the Video
menu.
If the video file contains encoded timecode it will be automatically read by 3DTitles.
Please, mind that unlike opening a recent subtitle file the subtitles will not automatically load when you open a video
by using Recent Videos.

Open multiple media files
Sometimes you may be supplied with a video for the left eye stream and one for the right eye stream. Eventually a
third file might contain the audio. In such case the Open multiple media files option can be extremely useful.
Clicking on it you will be provided with the utility to browse and load the videos for the left and right image streams
as well as the additional file which contains the audio. Please mind that the audio may be encoded in the left or
right video files, in which case you may click the appropriate option in the Audio Source section.
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4.4. Basic Project Settings
In this section we will explain some basic settings you need to adjust to start working on your project.
Please, take a couple of minutes to review it.
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4.4.1. Stereoscopic 3D layout
If the video file is not properly displayed on the screen after you have loaded the subtitles and the video file you
might be needed to select a proper stereoscopic 3D layout. Most of the time 3DTitles will automatically detect it but
there are situations where you will have to do that manually.
Go to the File menu and choose Project Settings. The following window will appear:

Stereoscopic 3D
Along with the video frame rate, resolution and timecode format you can adjust the Stereoscopic 3D layout. The
choices you have are listed here:
Mono
Side-by-Side, Left Image First
Side-by-Side, Right Image First
Top-Bottom, Left Image Top
Top-Bottom, Right Image Top
Interlaced, Left Image First
Interlaced, Right Image First
Dual Stream
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The layouts are discussed in details within the How does 3D work? section of this manual.
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4.4.2. Setup timecode
In order for the video and the subtitles to be well synchronized you need the proper timecode to be set. If the video
file contains encoded timecode 3DTitles will recognize it and you will not be needed to use the manual timecode
setup explained below.
If there is no timecode encoded with the video file it is common practice to imprint (burn-in) it in the picture as it is
shown on the screenshot below. In this situation you can use the Setup Time-code command from the Video
menu. It will bring the following window:

Here you can set the timecode by hand. You will need to enter the burnt-in timecode seen on the picture in the
timecode field at the bottom of the dialog. The scroll underneath the video is used for choosing the displayed
video frame if the first one is not readable (in fact, it is very likely that the first few frames of a video file have
inaccurate timecode and we advise you to scroll to a random position within the file and use the timecode displayed
there).
Fine check box is used to scroll the video more precisely. First, without checking fine, find the approximate position
you are interested in. Then click Fine and find the exact frame you need.
The Enable timecode breaks feature is provided in case the timecode in the video file is not continuous. This could
be caused if a few episodes are recorded on the same tape, there are dropped frames, etc. When this option is
selected, the layout of the setup timecode window will change for a few new buttons to appear.
Set Initial TC
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a point somewhere at the beginning, enter its timecode and press Set Initial
TC. Now you are ready to enter the other points.
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Add TC Point

Locate the frame where the timecode changes, enter the new value in the edit
box and then press the button. List of the defined timecode points is displayed
on the right side of the window.

Delete TC Point

Select an item from the list with TC points and delete it by using this button.

When you are ready, click the OK button.
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4.5. Z-Map and Shot Changes Detection
The features described in this topic are intended to significantly reduce the time required for completing your job.
In general, the idea is to process and analyze the video file first and then, according to the collected information, to
calculate the depth for all subtitles by using a single command only.
The result is not instant and it will take some time for the video to process. If you don't want to wait for it you can
skip this step and proceed to manually adjust the subtitles' Z position.

Z-Map and Shot Change Detection
The video has to be analyzed first and you can do it at the Tools/Generate Z-Map and Shot Changes menu:

First of all the video will be processed sequentially frame by frame. Then every frame will be split into a number of
segments (40 columns and 20 rows by default) and the depth for each segment will be estimated. Additionally
3DTitles will create a file, with the same name as the analyzed video and an extension "~zmap.dat", to keep the
depth for all frames and segments.
Horizontal/Vertical Segments

Increasing the number of segments for analysis will increase the
accuracy of the estimation process, but it will take more time to
complete.

Interpolate undetected segments

The segment’s depth would not be detected in certain cases for
example when it covers a plain surface or there are no significant
details to analyze. Interpolate option should be considered in similar
situations and the segment’s depth will be estimated according to the
depth of adjacent segments.

3DTitles will detect all shot changes throughout the movie simultaneously with the Z-Map analysis. They will also be
considered for the automatic depth estimation as described in the next topic.
Letterboxed video
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When the movie picture has 2.35 aspect ratio it is possible black
stripes to exists at the top and bottom of it. Those black stripes will
most certainly distort the shot changes detection algorithm. To prevent
this from happening you can turn the Letterboxed video option on
and the respective negative effect will be neglected.
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4.6. Automatic Depth Estimation
When the Z-Map is successfully generated you can proceed with the automatic depth estimation using the Tools/
Estimate all Subtitles Depth menu:

Depth Adjustment

Usually the subtitles need to appear slightly in front of the objects
which they cover. Using the Depth Adjustment parameter you can
control the distance between the text and the object behind it. Depth
Adjustment can be modified at the File/Preferences/Automatic Depth
Estimation menu.

Generate Depth Segments for
Shot Changes

With all the Shot Changes in the movie it might be a good idea to
insert a depth segment for each new scene, especially if the depth in
the new one is significantly different than the previous.

Generate Smooth
Depth Segment

By turning this option on, 3DTitles will insert Smooth Depth Segments
whenever this is applicable.

Please be aware that it is simply not possible to achieve 100% precise result with the automatic estimation. The
subtitles still need to be reviewed and you might need to manually adjust some of them. There are number of
features intended to help you with this, for example, you can take a look at Preview Subtitles Only and Audio Timestretch Filter features.
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4.7. Subtitle Depth Graph
The main objective for 3DTitles is to provide all necessary tools and features to successfully change the depth of
regular 2D subtitles and thus to properly position them within the 3D space of the particular scene.
For regular 2D subtitles only their vertical and horizontal position need to be considered in order to be correctly
displayed on the screen. 3D subtitles, on the other hand, require to be adjusted in depth which actually creates the
3-dimensional illusion. The depth represents how further away or closer to the viewer the subtitles will be
displayed.
The Subtitle Depth Graph visually represents the correlation between the subtitle's and video scene's depth. It also
displays the video's current position and detected shot changes.
We strongly recommend generating Z-Map (Tools/Generate Z-Map and ShotChanges) before working with the
depth “Graph”. Otherwise some of its elements may not be present.

The X axis stands for the video's position for the duration of the current subtitle. The Y axis represents the depth.
Positive values indicate that the subtitle appears behind (inside) the screen. Negative values indicate that the
subtitle is coming in front of the screen.
The video's current position is presented by the vertical red indicator and the shotchanges within the scene - by
the vertical orange lines. The number right to the vertical red indicator shows the current depth value.
The thick blue line indicates the scene's depth as calculated during the Z-Map analysis.
The horizontal green lines represent the subtitle's depth segments as well as if there are any depth segments.
Smooth transition segments are indicated by a solid green line angled towards the X axis.
In addition all depth changes made will instantly be displayed on the graph.
All visual elements really turn the subtitle depth graph into a tool for easier verification of your subtitles. It works
nicely in conjunction with all existing 3D position related commands, explained with the Changing Depth topic, and it
is not even required to activate the 3D playback to use them.
You may just follow the general rule for subtitling in 3D in most cases. The subtitles depth must be set in way to
always appear in front of any other objects in the particular scene. In other words the solid green line must appear
below the blue one. This will prevent any objects from partially covering the text and thus appearing on top of it.
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4.8. Timeline
The Timeline in 3DTitles displays additional information about the subtitles in somehow less compulsive than the
Subtitle Depth Graph way.

The blue line indicates the picture's depth according to the subtitle's current horizontal and vertical position. The
green line, on the other hand, indicates the subtitle's currently depth. The orange vertical lines indicate the shot
changes in the video. The red vertical line shows the current video position. A sequence of vertically positioned
triangles may be present to the left and right of the subtitle. They indicate that either the subtitle's In-Cue or OutCue are snapped to a shotchange.
But the Timeline doesn't do only that - it also provides multiple options to adjust the time code of the subtitles. You
can drag the whole subtitle to a new position using the mouse, or if you want to change in- or out-cues only you
can drag just the left or the right bound of the subtitle. By pressing the Alt button, while modifying a cue point, you
can also move the previous or next subtitle's In/Out point as well.
Note: The timing of the a subtitle can also be modified by using the built in In Cue +/- 1 frame (Ctrl +- and

Ctrl + = ) and Out Cue +/- 1 frame (Ctrl + [ and Ctrl + ] ) commands.
In addition, by pressing the triangular look button
level of the Timeline.

on the top left part of the Timeline you can change the zoom
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4.9. Go to Full-Screen for 3D
To display the video in 3D you need to activate the full-screen mode by clicking on the
button or using the
F10 key. If you have more than one monitor and the program does not detect the correct full-screen device on its
own, you should go to File/Preferences... menu and select the correct monitor configuration. If you want to exit the
full screen mode just press the Esc key.
The graphical user interface in full-screen is limited and it is recommended to familiarize yourself with the
keyboard commands described within the 3DTitles Shortcuts section of this manual at first. In fact, in full-screen
mode there are only the video and the current subtitle displayed, but if you move the mouse to the bottom of the
screen the following panel will emerge:

Next follows a brief explanation of the buttons you will run to:
Playback control buttons: Fast Backward (x 8); Pause, Play, Fast Forward (x 8);
One frame back and forwards;
Jump 10 seconds back and forwards;
Enter/exit "Play subtitled scenes only" mode. For more details, please, refer to
Preview Subtitles Only topic.
Go to previous/next shot change. These buttons will become available only
after the Z-Map and Shot Changes Detection has completed.
The first three buttons (justification) specify the layout of the text block and the
next three (position) move the whole text block to the left, center or right part
of the screen.
Vertical position of the text. The three selectable options are bottom, middle or
top of the screen. In addition, the Move Subtitle Up/Down commands can
be used to raise up or take the text down one line.
Opens the Checks menu.
Exit full screen.
Almost all of the above buttons have their corresponding keyboard shortcuts which are listed further in this guide.
There are two small buttons in the upper right corner. The right one
when you move the mouse out.
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The other button

shows a few options to adjust the 3D user interface and the movie's depth:

Picture Depth moves the whole movie inside/outside and Controls Depth moves the user interface (the above
panel). Please, use these controls with caution. You can always reset them by using the corresponding button if you
find that the effect is unacceptable.
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5.1. Overview
3DTitles provides you with complete control over the video material. You can seek through the video by using the
position bar, play it at different speeds, stop it at a specific frame or move it one frame forward/bacward.
The Audio time-stretch filter significantly improves the sound quality when playing at speeds 1.5x and 2x, removing
the pitch and keeping the speech understandable. The filter can be switched on/off from File/Preferences menu.
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5.2. Basic Controls
Playback Controls
Space or Pause keyboard button - stop or resume playing;

Alt+Right or the Play toolbar button – plays the current video file forward at normal speed;
Alt+Ctrl+Right – plays the current video file forward at 1.5x speed;
Alt+Up, Alt+Down – stops the video playback.
Frame Step Mode

Alt+Up or the Next Frame toolbar button – moves the video one frame forward. If used during
playback, stops the video and if repeated moves it one frame forward;

Alt+Down or the Previous Frame toolbar button – moves the video one frame back. If used during
playback, stops the video and if repeated moves it one frame back.
Play current subtitle
F4 keyboard button – jump to the current subtitle's in-cue, play the subtitle and then jump back to the incue. Helps to verify that the subtitle is well positioned during its whole duration.
Playback Speeds
Increasing and Decreasing Speed

Alt+Shift+Down – reduces the playback speed;
Alt+Shift+Up – increases the playback speed.
Fixed Speed Commands

Ctrl+Alt+Right – plays the video forward at 1.5x speed;
Alt+Shift+Right or the Fast Forward toolbar button – plays the video forward at 8x speed;
Alt+Shift+Left or the Fast Backward toolbar button – plays the video file backwards at 8x speed.
Jump to Fixed Position Commands
Jump Backwards and Forwards

Alt+Backspace – jumps back 10 seconds and starts playing forward at normal speed;
Alt+Shift+Backspace – jumps forward 10 seconds and starts playing forward at normal speed;
Go to Previous/Next Shot Change

Alt+[ – go to previous shot change;
Alt+] – go to next shot change;
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Home / End

Alt+Home – jumps to the first frame of the current video file preserving the current playback speed if
the file is being played forward;

Alt+End – jumps to the last frame of the current video file and stops the playback;
The jump interval for the first two commands can be changed by using the options in the Preferences menu.
For quick navigation through the video file you can also move forwards or backwards the red "position bar" on the
Timeline.
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5.3. Preview Subtitles Only
With this option activated 3DTitles will automatically skip through the parts of the video with no subtitles during the
playback. This allows you to save significant time by skipping the parts where there are no conversations and,
respectively, subtitles. Combined with the ability to play at 1.5x or 2x speed and keep the speech understandable
this could prove a very powerful tool.
The Preview Subtitles option can be switched on/off by pressing the F5 keyboard button. A small indicator
appears in the upper right corner of the video window.
There are several parameters which can be adjusted by using File/Preferences menu.
Jump if gap is greater

The program will skip the video between the titles if the gap between them is greater
than the entered value in seconds. The default is 5 seconds.

Jump Y frames after
subtitle

The program will play the video Y frames after the current subtitle ends and then will
jump on the next subtitle.

Start Z frames before
subtitle

The program will resume the video Z frames before the next subtitle starts.
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6.1. Basic commands
Since 3DTitles is intended to simply add the necessary depth to the standard 2D subtitles making them properly
viewable in 3D, the operations you can apply on the subtitles concern mainly their placement on the screen and
their depth.
For your convenience and to save significant part of your time almost all the commands can be completed by using
the keyboard.
Navigation through the subtitles
PageUp or Num-PageUp – Select the previous subtitle;

PageDown or Num-PageDown – Select the next subtitle;
You can also browse the subtitles by using the list on the right side of the main window in windowed mode. Find
and click on the desired subtitle and it will be selected and the video will be positioned on its in-cue.
Justification/Position
To change the horizontal position you can use position/justification buttons on the toolbar:
The first three buttons (justification) set the layout of the text block and the
next three (position) move the whole text block to left, center or right of the
screen.
Can be used to change the vertical position of the text: the three selectable
options are bottom, middle or top of the screen.
Move text horizontally/vertically

Ctrl+Alt+Num Left – Move the current subtitle text one position left;
Ctrl+Alt+Num Right – Move the current subtitle text one position right;
Ctrl+Alt+Num Up – Move the current subtitle one row up;
Ctrl+Alt+Num Down – Move the current subtitle one row down.
The horizontal and vertical offset for these commands can be configured from the File/Preferences/Move Subtitle
Position Commands option menu and can vary in the range between 0.5% to 25% from the picture's width or
height.
Undo/Redo and Group Undo
Ctrl+Z – Undo;

Ctrl+Y – Redo;
Ctrl+Alt+Z - Group Undo - undoes all changes made to the current subtitle since the last time you have
focused it.
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6.2. Changing Depth
If the subtitle has no depth assigned, 3DTitles will automatically calculate the necessary depth when it appears for
the first time. The calculation is based on the time of the subtitle's in-cue. If you are not satisfied with the result you
can try number of commands and options explained below.
Automatic depth estimation for the subtitle
Estimate Subtitle Depth
To use this command you need to choose the exact moment in the video for which you want to estimate the depth
and press Alt+Num Enter. The depth will be calculated according to the current position of the text on the
screen.
Estimate Subtitle Depth from Z-Map
This command estimates the current subtitle depth according to the Z-Map analysis and can be invoked by pressing
Ctrl + Alt + Num Enter. Video scene's depth will be considered for the whole duration of the subtitle, not only
for video's current position.
Depth estimation based on a selected point
If you find both previous methods not convenient or you want to set the depth based on a particular point of interest
on the screen, you can use the following technique.
Press and hold the Z key on the keyboard. The video will be paused and the mouse pointer will be changed to
. Then go to the point of interest and press the left mouse button to set the subtitle's depth according to it.
HINT: Try to select a contrast point (the best option is it to be a contour or a clear detail) for better results.
Note that while holding the Z key the video will pause and when you release it video playback will resume again.
Manual depth adjustment
It is also possible to set or adjust the depth manually. It is recommended to pause the video at the moment of
interest before making these modifications.

Num + - moves the subtitle further (inside) at small steps: 0.01 units as explained in How the depth is
measured? ;

Num – - moves the subtitle closer (outside) at small steps: 0.01 units;
Shift+Num + - moves the subtitle further (inside) at bigger steps: 0.1 units;
Shift+Num – - moves the subtitle closer (outside) at bigger steps: 0.1 units;
Num * - reset the current subtitle depth position to zero.
You can as well move the subtitles further or away from the viewer within the 3D space by simply rolling your
mouse's wheel back and forth while the Z key is pressed.
You can always use the Undo and Group Undo commands explained within the previous topic to rollback the
changes.

Copy / paste subtitle depth
Sometimes it might be necessary to create a sequence of subtitles with equal depth and for this reason you may
use the Copy (Ctrl + C) and Paste (Ctrl + V) Depth commands.
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The Copy Depth command copies to the clipboard the depth from the current subtitle or the depth of the currently
selected depth segment in case the subtitle contains segments. If Copy Depth is used on a smooth segment, then
only the depth for the current video position will be copied.
The Paste Depth command on the other hand will set the copied to clipboard depth value for the current subtitle
or currently selected depth segment.
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6.3. Segments
Quite often there are more than one shot changes for the duration of single subtitle which leads to another 3D
specific problem. If a subtitle is displayed on the screen during the first scene and is perfectly positioned for it, this
may not be the case for the next scene. To prevent such issues from ruining the whole 3D viewing experience,
3DTitles has a special ability to divide the subtitle into a number of segments.
The depth of each segment can have different value according to the new points of interest on the screen to ensure
the subtitle will appear perfectly positioned for each one of the shot changes.

If the segment didn't exist on the above picture, the depth would have been the same throughout the subtitle and
would have resulted into eye discomfort for the duration of the last scene.
To insert new depth segment you need first to position the video at that point and then press Alt+Num Ins
shortcut. All along with this it will estimate the depth for the new segment.
All techniques for changing the depth discussed within the previous topic will affect only the current segment. For
instance you can position the video at a more appropriate point of interest and then press Alt+Num Enter to set
the subtitle depth based on this frame in the movie.
Using the Move Depth Segment Left/Right commands (with default shortcuts "." and ",") you can move the
segment by one frame in the desired direction. In addition only the start or end point of the segment can be
adjusted by pressing and holding the Ctrl (for the start point) and Alt (for the out point) and using the Move Depth
segment Left/Right commands:

, – moves the start point of the current segment one frame to the left;
. – moves the start point of the current segment one frame to the right;
Alt + , – moves the end point of the current segment one frame to the left;
Alt + . – moves the end point of the current segment one frame to the right.
Note: Position on the first frame of the next shot and then press Alt+Num Ins . Thus the subtitle will be changed
with the shot change.
Use Alt+Num Del keyboard shortcut to remove the current segment.
3DTitles has no restrictions over the number of segments a subtitle can be divided into.
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Smooth transition segments
Smooth transition segments can be used when the object of interest is changing its position significantly in the Z
direction while the subtitle remains on screen.
To make the whole subtitle, or particular segment only, gradually change its depth you can use the Convert to
Smooth Segment command Alt + Shift +Num Enter at the position on the graph with the highest or lowest
depth. Respectively, the green line indicating subtitle's depth, will appear angled towards the X axis, as shown on
the image above.
In addition the following commands can be used to manually adjust the smooth segment's depth :

Ctrl + Num+ – moves the segment's start point further (inside screen) at small step of 0.01 units;
Ctrl + Num- – moves the segment's start point closer (outside screen) at small step of 0.01 units;
Alt + Num+ – moves the segment's end point further (inside screen) at small step of 0.01 units;
Alt + Num- – moves the segment's end point closer (outside screen) at small step of 0.01 units.
If you need to change the depth in greater steps (0.1 units), you can also press Shift and use any of the above
commands. You can find more about how the depth is measured at this topic.
Note: Not all file formats available for export support smooth transition segments. Currently they can be used with
the Blu-ray BDN XML, EDL, SMPTE 428-7-2014, Final Cut Pro X and DoStudio 3D export options as well as for
encoding subtitles by our Adobe Premiere® and Avid® Media Composer® Plug-ins.
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6.4. Saving your work
You can save your work at any point either by using the Ctrl+S keyboard shortcut or by choosing Save or Save
As... from the File menu.
3DTitles saves the subtitles in its native .ezt format only.
The file can be later opened by either EZTitles Plug-in for Adobe Premiere®, EZTitles Plug-in for Avid® or EZTitles
Plug-in for ProMedia Carbon with which the subtitles can be burnt-in with the video.
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6.5. Checks
The Checks command will help you to locate the subtitles that doesn't match certain rules. You can initiate a check
for your subtitles from the Tools menu or by pressing the Checks button

on the toolbar:

The text specifying the type of the error found in the current subtitle is displayed at the bottom of the window. You
can find the next problematic subtitle using the Next and Previous buttons.
You can work with the program while the checks window is displayed. The error message text will be updated
accordingly and it will disappear when you make the necessary corrections and there are no more problems with
the current subtitle.
The checks window will be displayed in Full-Screen 3D mode as well to allow you have an instant preview of the
changes made.
The Z Safe Area parameters are discussed with the Project Settings/Safe Area topic.
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6.6. Export subtitles
By using the File/Export Images... menu you can export the subtitles in formats compatible with several Blu-ray
and NLE authoring systems.

The exported subtitles are represented by image files with unique names for every subtitle and a text script which
controls the images.
The text script includes in- and out-cues' timecode, information about the images' position and depth within the 3D
scene. Title and other information about the subtitled material can also be exported.
Below are listed the supported by 3DTitles systems and formats:
Blu-ray BDN XML with 3D Stereoscopic capability extensions according to the Sony BDN File
Format specification version 1.00/11/25/2009. 3DTitles supports only image output for now.
DoStudio 3D complaint .dost script and images with .ds3d offset file. 3DTitles supports only image
output for now.
Final Cut Pro XML and images in all available stereoscopic 3D layouts
EDL with corresponding images in all available stereoscopic 3D layouts
Custom Script Format - Using this option you can create a texts script with your own layout.
Generic Image Sequence - outputs sequence of images for each frame in the source video.
According to what you have chosen in Image Script and 3D Layout fields some of the elements in the window could
be hidden or their contents could change.
We will first discuss all elements and will then explain the differences between the scripts.
Script settings:
Image Script

Identifies the script type and authoring authoring/NLE system.

Image format

Different scripts support different image formats and your choice will be
restricted according to the options of the particular system.

3D Layout

By default, the 3D Layout will be set according to the respective option on the
Project Settings/Media menu but you can change it here as well.
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Dual Stream means that the left and right eye's images are placed within two
synchronized video streams and two sets of images and scripts will be exported
for each one of them. When you select Dual Stream more options to specify the
left and right images file names and prefixes will appear.
3D Layout will not be available for the Blu-ray BDN XML export option.
Aspect Ratio

By default, the Aspect Ratio will be set according to the respective option on the
Project Settings/Media menu but you can change it here as well.

Script File

The name of the special text script file which contains the In- and Out-cues,
image position, subtitled material title and other information.

Image Prefix

The specified Image prefix and the subsequent subtitle numbers compose the
individual image file names. In the above given example the image names will
become: P-01-0001.PNG, P-01-0002.PNG and so on.

Image Size

Several different image sizes are available according to the selected 3D Layout.
The default value when you execute the command is the resolution selected in
Project Settings/Media. If you select Custom you will be able to enter the width
and the height in pixels in the fields beneath.
When you select different values from the ones specified in Project Settings the
whole subtitle will be scaled up/down accordingly.
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Miscellaneous:
Crop subtitle image
to actual size

This option specifies that output images should be reduced to the size defined by
the area occupied by the subtitle text.

Export uncompressed
images

Usually after producing image files, they are delivered to the customer (via email for example) or used locally. But the total size of rendered images might be
very large. So, unless you want to import rendered images immediately into a
locally installed authoring system, it’s better to leave this option unchecked.
In this case, a stand-alone .ZIP file will be produced which will contain the script
file, all the image files and most importantly: it will be much smaller in size.
If you check this option you can enter a destination folder for the uncompressed
images into the Folder field by hand or you can browse for it with the help of the
“…” button right next to that field.
If you uncheck this option the Folder field and the “…” button will be disabled and
after pressing the OK button the program will show a standard Windows Save
dialog asking for the destination of the .ZIP file.

Export Zero Subtitle

If for some reason the Zero Subtitle (which usually contains information about
the subtitled video material – title, author, etc.) needs to be exported as an
image file, you should set this option on.
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6.6.1. Blu-ray BDN XML with 3D Stereoscopic extensions
This export is created according to Blu-ray BDN XML with 3D Stereoscopic capability extensions, Sony BDN File
Format specification version 1.00/11/25/2009. Only image export is supported with this version of 3DTitles.
The generated files contain an .XML script, images for each subtitle and .OFS file with information about the
depths.
As the BDN File Format is properly specified with 3D extensions containing the depth of the subtitles there is no
need to specify a 3D Layout.
There are slight differences in the .OFS file used by Sony Blu-print and Sonic Scenarist® BD so you need to specify
the authoring system before the export.
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6.6.2. DoStudio 3D
The DoStudio 3D export is created according to the requirements set by the latest revision of the DoStudio 3D
authoring manual. Only image export is supported with this version of 3DTitles.
The generated files contain an .dost script, images for each subtitle and .ds3d offset file with details about the
depth perception. Since all the depth information is present in the output dost and ds3d files, choosing a 3D
stereoscopic layout is not necessary.
The DoStudio 3D output format supports smooth segments.
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6.6.3. Final Cut Pro XML
By this export feature you can generate an .XML file and corresponding images for each subtitle which are
compatible with Final Cut Pro.
The XML script used by the current Final Cut Pro X is different than this used by earlier versions and you need to
specify that by selecting the correct version of the export files as well.
The images will be created depending on the selected 3D Layout.
When Dual Stream is selected two sets ot .XML and images are created for each eye's separately.
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6.6.4. EDL
You can generate EDL script with images in various formats. Additional options are displayed when EDL is selected:

Reel Name

Enables the user to select whether the Image File Name, Project's Name or
the name of the exported EDL Script's Name to saved in the output file for
increased compatibility with systems using EDL. The Image File Name option is
selected by Default.

Write image
extensions in script

The image file's suffix (.png, .tif, etc.) and its name will be written in the output
script.

Eight symbol
image file names

The file names are written in 8.3 compatible format - 8 characters long file
name and 3 characters long file extension.

The exported EDL will preserve any smooth depth segments you've inserted.
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6.6.5. DLP Cinema XML Files
The export adds "ZPosition" attribute to the file in compliance with the CLIPSTER® specification. Although it may be
considered as an extension to the existing DLP Cinema XML subtitle specifications, please be aware that it is not yet
approved as a standard and might be changed in future.
Choose "Export DLP XML" in File menu and you will be provided with the following export dialog:

DLP Cinema XML Export Configuration - General

Note: This export is optimized for Digital Cinema projects. It is recommended that you have switched to Digital
Cinema project type before using this export feature.
Also it is important that all settings are configured correctly especially the Safe Area and Fonts. please check
Project Settings topic for detailed information about configuring your project.

General
Version

DCSubtitle versions 1.0 and 1.1 are supported. It is important to set the
correct version for text export because some features like ruby
characters, horizontal scale and spacing are supported in version 1.1
only.

Export subtitles as text
Export subtitles as images

You can export the subtitles as text or as images. The image file format
is PNG with transparency (alpha). In the Files section described later you
can specify the image prefix. The file name is generated as
"<prefix><sequential number>.png".

Title, Language, ID, Reel

Here you can specify some general information. The subtitles ID is
generated automatically, but you can override it if you want to enter
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certain ID of your choice.
The Title, Language and Reel fields will automatically be filled in with
the contents of the Title, Language (Translated) and Reel/Code fields
from the file's details if the source subtitle file is an .EZT.
Note: If a specific Language is missing from the list you can always type
it in by hand.

Files
please note that you can export all the files in a specified folder or as a .ZIP archive. The ZIP option is extremely
useful when exporting the subtitles as images.
Subtitles XML file name

This is the name of the generated XML presentation data file. It is not
necessary to enter the extension. If it is not specified the program adds
.xml automatically.

Encoding

The available options are UTF-8 and UTF-16.

Create presentation list

You can initiate the program whether to generate a presentation list or
not. It is an XML file containing the subtitles ID and the presentation data
file name.
The presentation list file name is generated by adding "_list" to the
subtitles XML file name.

Images prefix

Available only when the Export subtitles as images option has been
selected. The images file names are generated as
"<prefix><sequential number>.png". The <prefix> will
automatically be replaced by the name specified here. If it contains any
space characters, 3DTitles will automatically replace them with
underscore "_".
And if you want the images to be exported in a separate folder you can
add the relative or absolute path before the image prefix's name like this:
"images\<prefix>"

Output folder

Miscellaneous
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DLP Cinema XML Export Configuration - Margins & Others

Fonts
Use Standard Font

When selected, no font attributes are included in the output file.

Export Font File

The program can embed a .ttf font file together with the generated XML.
Compress option can be used to reduce the True Type file`s size.
Only the characters used in the subtitles are included in the font and some
information like PCL printer tables is also removed.

Override text color

You can override the text color with the one specified to the right or you can use
the colors as they are already set for the current project.

Override Effect

The default option is None, while it can be also set to Border (draws colored
border around each character) or Shadow (draws colored drop shadow around
each character), effect's color can be selected from the palette.

Note: please mind that the parameters for the specific display font and it's size as well as the effect's size will
automatically be taken from the project's properties Fonts and Presentation Style.
Miscellaneous
Fade Up/Down time

Shows fade up and fade down times measured in ticks.

Apply frame rate conversion

If your video file is a standard PAL or NTSC created from the original 24
fps movie by using the standard techniques like 2:3 pulldown or speedup you can use this option to convert the subtitles' timecode back to
24fps.

Skip Subtitles without text

If there are empty subtitles, which doesn't contain any text, they will not
be exported.
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6.6.6. SMPTE 428-7-2014
The SMPTE export option saves "ZPosition" attribute in the output XML file in compliance with SMPTE 428-7-2014
specifications .
After clicking the Export SMPTE 428-7-2014 option in File menu the following dialog will pop up:

Note: This export is optimized for Digital Cinema projects. It is recommended that you have switched to Digital
Cinema project type before using this export feature.
Also it is important that all settings are configured correctly especially the Safe Area and Fonts. please check
Project Settings topic for detailed information about configuring your project.

General
Export subtitles as text
Export subtitles as images

You can export the subtitles as text or as images. The image file format is
PNG with transparency (alpha).
In the Files section described later you can specify the way the images file
names are formatted.

Title, Language, ID, Reel

Here you can specify some general information. The subtitles ID is
generated automatically, but you can override it if you want to enter
certain ID of your choice.
The Title, Language and Reel fields will automatically be filled in with
the contents of the Title, Language (Translated) and Reel/Code fields from
the file's details if the source subtitle file is an .EZT.
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Write StartTime

You can specify StartTime of the DCDM subtitle's file timeline. By
specification the first subtitle's In Cue shall always be greater or equal
than the specified StartTime.

Display Type

Allows you to specify if the subtitles will be displayed on a particular type
of display.
The value you need to enter may vary from system to system but
"ClosedCaptions" is commonly accepted. If left empty the subtitles will be
displayed on the main screen.

Files
please note that you can export all the files in a specified folder or as a .ZIP archive. The ZIP option is extremely
useful when exporting the subtitles as images.
Subtitles XML file name

This is the name of the generated XML presentation data file. It is not
necessary to enter the extension. If it is not specified the program adds
.xml automatically.

Encoding

The available options are UTF-8 and UTF-16

Name Images as

The individual image files could be named in two ways by using the
common naming convention "<prefix><sequential
number>.png" or in the form of unique URN:UUID.
The second method may be required by some third party DCP generation
products.

Images prefix

Available only for images export and if "Standard file name" is selected in
the previous option.
The images file names are generated as "<prefix><sequential
number>.png".
The <prefix> will automatically be replaced by the name specified here. If
it contains any space characters, 3DTitles will automatically replace them
with underscore "_".
And if you want the images to be exported in a separate folder you can
add the relative or absolute path before the image prefix's name like this:
"images\<prefix>"

Output folder

The folder where all files are placed.

Miscellaneous
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DCMD SMPTE 428 Export Configuration- Font

Fonts
The SMPTE specification allows two different fonts to be used with the output XML file. The applied Effects however
are common for both of them.
Font 1/2 URI

According the SMPTE 428-7 specification the fonts are identified by URI-s. Every
time this dialog is shown new URI-s are generated.
If necessary you can write your own URI-s or any other text here or use the
buttons on the right to generate new random ones.

Export Font File

The program can embed a .ttf font file together with the generated XML.
Compress option can be used to reduce the True Type file`s size.
Only the characters used in the subtitles are included in the font and some
information like PCL printer tables is also removed.

Override Text Color

You can override the text color with the one specified to the right or you can use
the colors as they are already set for the current project.

Override effect

The default option is None, while it can be also set to Border (draws colored
border around each character) or Shadow (draws colored drop shadow around
each character), effect's color can be selected from the palette.

Note: Please mind the parameters for the specific display font and it's size as well as the effect's size will
automatically be taken from the project's properties Fonts and Presentation Style.
Miscellaneous
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Fade Up/Down
time

Shows fade up and fade down times measured in frames.

Apply frame rate
conversion

If your video file is a standard PAL or NTSC created from the original 24 fps movie by using
the standard techniques like 2:3 pulldown or speed-up you can use this option to convert the
subtitles' timecode back to 24fps.

Skip Subtitles
without text

If there are empty subtitles, which doesn't contain any text, they will not be exported.
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6.6.7. CEA-708 Closed Captions (.MCC)
MCC captions format is designed by CPC (Computer Prompting & Captioning Co.) to contain both CEA-608 data for
NTSC standard definition video (29.97fps) and CEA-708 data for Digital Television.
The captions data is rendered according to CEA-708.1 standard which allows encoding 3D information with the
caption services. As 3D is not supported by legacy CEA-608 captions the export options are limited to export only
CEA-708 compliant captions.
When you click the MCC CEA-708 export, the following dialog will appear:

Scipt Info
Version

Here you need to select the version of the output file. The main
differences are:
MCC v. 1.0 - supports 24, 25, 30, 30 DF, 50, 60 frame rates.
MCC v. 2.0 - also includes support for 60 DF (59.94fps).

Language

Allows you to specify the closed captions language considering that only
Latin languages are supported.

Code Page

By specifications Unicode encoding is supported. However we suggest the
files to be encoded in ANSI 1252.
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Type

The CEA-708.1 standard supports 3D captions, 3D captions are not
supported by the CEA-608, and for this reason the export option is limited
to export only CEA-708 compliant captions.

Write empty frames

Empty packets are inserted for the frames that contain no captions data.
The exported file will contain packets for every video frame.

Compact Packages

According to the MCC specification a simple character compression could
be applied.

708 Options
Font 1/2

Allows you to select one of the 8 available font styles as defined by the
specifications. Their size can be changed from the associated drop-down
to the right.
By choosing the Default option, the closed captions will be displayed with
the Default font used by the viewer's decoder when displayed on screen.
Otherwise, selecting a specific font, will overwrite the viewer's default
choice for preview font.

Use Fade

When clicked Fade effect will be applied to the captions - it causes the
window to fade onto and off of the screen at the specified effect speed.
The fade speed can be adjusted from the drop-down to the right.

Force Text Color

Changes the color of all captions with the one selected on the color
palette to the right. Please mind that you can choose between 64 colors
only. They are defined by the CEA-708 specifications.

Force Alignment

Changes the alignment of all captions with the one selected on the dropdown to the right.

Force Boxed Subtitles

Allows you to change the Box Type (Boxed, Block Boxed), Box Color and
Opacity of all captions in the file.
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6.6.8. Export DVB Subtitles
The DVB standard - ETSI EN 300 743 issued by Digital Video Broadcasting consortium - defines technology for
transmission of subtitles as part of the program stream. It allows viewers to choose whether or not to display the
subtitles, as long as they have digital receiver capable of decoding the DVB compliant subtitle stream.
The DVB standard defines two ways of subtitle delivery.
The first one is character based with each character represented by an individual code.
The second one is image based. The subtitle text is rendered as an individual image and then encoded into DVB
subtitle stream.
3DTitles uses the image based method for delivery of stereoscopic (Side-by-Side or Top-Bottom) 3D DVB subtitles.
q The subtitle font, size and position can be adjusted and controlled by the editor.
q Presentation effects like outline, box and stripe can be applied.
q All languages and text scripts are supported because the subtitles are transmitted as images.
q The subtitles may be output in higher resolution and in greater quality.

The DVB subtitle stream needs to be multiplexed together with the audio and video streams into the program
stream of the digital material before the actual transmission of the program.
Currently 3DTitles could create and output DVB subtitle streams for use by ProMedia Carbon and Manzanita
MP2TSME as well as Generic DVB Elementary Stream. All three of them will produce fully compliant DVB
subtitle stream but it will be customized for the specific needs and requirements of either ProMedia Carbon or
Manzanita applications.

DVB Subtitles for
ProMedia Carbon

The output DVB subtitles stream is optimized for use by ProMedia Carbon.

DVB Subtitles for
Manzanita MP2TSME

The output DVB subtitles stream is optimized for use by Manzanita MP2TSME
multiplexer. Two files are created: .dvb elementary subtitle stream and xml
based description file with .idx extension.

Note: Please note that DVB Subtitles cannot be encoded by using the ProMedia
Carbon GUI or ADMIN tools. The Job Submit function shall be considered instead.
The Rhozet API guide explains in details how to use DVB subtitles and ProMedia
Carbon in your workflow.

You need to Insert Private Stream and then add the .idx files from the
Manzanita's user interface in order to insert the DVB subtitle stream to your
programme.
Note: We also suggest you to avoid using smooth segments with the Manzanita
export option. All the tests we have performed displayed certain issues which
may result into unacceptable preview of the text.
Generic DVB ES

The Generic DVB Elementary Stream is a sequence of PES packages, starting
with packet_start_code_prefix (0x000001) , containing PTS and Data

field with the encoded subtitles. For more information please refer to ISO/IEC
13818-1 and ETSI EN 300 743.
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Video Start TC - is the timecode of the first frame of the associated video file. The video and DVB subtitles must
be always in sync with the video and you can use Video Start TC to recut the subtitle's timecode during the export.
Pixel Color Depth - determines the quality of the DVB subtitles. Choosing higher value for the pixel color depth will
increase the quality of the DVB subtitles but at the same time will increase their size.
ISO Language - the DVB standard allows different languages to be transmitted simultaneously and viewers are
able to choose which one to activate by the subtitle selection menu of their TV set.
Code - is the 3 letters language code specified by the ISO standard.
Subtitling type - indicates the user if these are regular subtitles or has more descriptive functions for deaf and
heard of hearing.
Stereoscopic 3D Options - allows the user to select the stereoscopic layout of the output images and respective
DVB subtitles file. Top-Bottom and Side-by-Side layouts are supported.
Please mind that all other remaining options shall be used only if there is a problem with the default parameters.
They are intended to solve some compatibility issues which appear on different DVB decoding devices.
Skip Display Definition Segment

Discards Display Definition Segment attribute from the DVB stream.

Use 0x00000000 for transparent
CLUT entry

The transparent color could be 0x00000000 or black with maximum possible
level of transparency (255).

Use Region fill flag

Forces the region_fill_flag.
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Full width regions

Instead of creating display regions with the size of the text this option will
create region with the width of the video instead.

Full width Bitmaps

Creates bitmaps to fill in the whole display region. Some decoding devices
might not be able to correctly display partially filled in or empty regions.

Send non-empty PCS on hide
subtitle

By default each subtitle will hide by transmitting an empty page which doesn't
contain any regions. This, however, might turn into a problem for some
devices and by activating this option EZTitles will create a page containing
region that equals the size of the lastly displayed one, instead of a page
without region..

Send empty bitmaps

If the Send non-empty PCS... option is already activated the display region
will be filled by a transparent bitmap.
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6.6.9. Generic Image Sequence
Exporting a Generic Image Sequence will output sequence of images, considering the selected 3D layout, aspect
ratio and size, for each frame in the source video. And for the moments with no subtitles on the screen, the images
will be fully transparent so they do not interfere in any way with the original picture of the material.
The Generic Image Sequence export will preserve the smooth segments transition segments in addition to its most
important role: such an image sequence can be loaded and used with virtually every NLE system and guarantees
the excellent quality of the 3D text.

Presumably, the number of exported images will be extremely large ~100k for 1 hour long movie and we suggest
to switch the Export uncompressed images option off first, which will create a .ZIP archive instead.
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6.6.10. Custom Script Format
Using this export you can create a text script with your own custom layout. The following elements are specific for
this type of export:

Custom Script Export options

The output file is organized in the following way:
File header
Individual lines for every subtitle
...
...
File footer

and every one of the elements can be defined with various parameters.
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File header/footer
File header and file footer contains text that is placed at the beginning and at the end of the file. You can use new
lines at the beginning or at the end of the text to separate it from the subtitles. The text is copied exactly to the
output, except the parameters which are replaced by their values. The parameters are embedded in “<” and “>”
tags. The valid parameters for the file header/footer are:
<first_in_cue>,
<last_out_cue>

First subtitles' in-cue and last subtitles' out-cue. By default the timecode is
formatted as HH:MM:SS:FF. If you want to export these cues in some other way
you can specify the pattern by using the following form: <in_cue hh:mm:ss.ff>
(the frames are separated with “.”). The format timecode patterns will be
explained later in this topic.

<video_standard>

The video format: PAL, NTSC, etc.

<tc_standard>

The timecode format used: 25fps, 30fps DROP_FRAME, 30fps NON_DROP, 24fps

<created_on>

The date and time when the file was exported.

<software_version>

String in the following form: "EZTitles 3.5.5 Classic".

<directory>

The folder where the scrip is exported.

<orig_title>
<orig_episode>
<orig_lang>
<trans_title>
<trans_episode>
<trans_lang>

The corresponding attributes from File/Details...

Individual lines
In Text Script Format box you can specify the layout of the lines in the text script. The parameters are enclosed in
“<” and “>” tags and are replaced by their values in the output. All other text is copied exactly as is. Following is
the list of the valid parameters:
<in_cue>,
<out_cue>

Subtitles’ in- and out-cues. By default the timecode is formatted as HH:MM:SS:FF. If you
want to export the timecode in some other way you can specify the pattern in the following
form: <in_cue hh:mm:ss.ff> (the frames are separated with “.”). For more information
refer to Format Timecode Patterns later in this topic.

<dur>

Duration of the subtitle. The duration is formatted as SS:FF by default, but you can change it
by specifying another pattern. Thus if you want to separate the seconds and frames by “.”,
specify <dur ss.ff> For more information refer to Format Timecode Patterns later in this
topic.

<num>

Sequential number, starting from 1. You can also specify number of digits and width. If the
number is shorter than the width it is right aligned by spaces. If the number contains less
than specified number of digits, leading zeros are inserted.
Thus if you enter <num:4> the result will look like: “0024”, <num:4:6> will produce: “
0024”.
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<sttl_num>

Subtitle number as it is in EZTitles. Can contain numbers and a letter. In general this is not
the sequential number. For example if you split a subtitle in EZTitles, the new subtitle is
created with the same number, concatenated with the letter “a”.

<file_name>

The name of the image file. The file names are created from the image file prefix and the
sequential number of the subtitle.

<left>
<top>
<right>
<bottom>
<width>
<height>

Position of the image. If the images are cropped these parameters are used to specify the
image placement.

<new_line>

New line: CR/LF

<tab>

Tab character is inserted.

The values are in pixels.

If you press the “?” button next to the input line you will get a short help article about the parameters. The list box
below contains examples and the history of the used patterns.
Example: the following pattern:
<file_name> <in_cue> <out_cue> <left> <top> <right> <bottom>
will generate the following lines in the text script:
test_0000.png 10:01:18:16 10:01:21:15 202 550 1074 602
test_0001.png 10:01:37:02 10:01:41:11 197 550 1079 651
test_0002.png 10:01:41:13 10:01:44:11 446 550 830 651
test_0003.png 10:01:45:03 10:01:47:05 320 599 955 651

Before continuing with the export you can preview the result by pressing the appropriate button. Make the
necessary changes if the output doesn’t meet your requirements and when you are ready press OK.
When the custom layout is defined you can save it as a Template using the Save template button at the bottom
of the window. In addition if you have already used the Save template option, you can easily open a template using
the Load template button.

Format Timecode Patterns:
In-, out-cues and duration representation is customizable using timecode format patterns. Here are some
examples: " hh:mm:ss:ff", "hh:mm:ss.ff", "hh:mm:ss.nn", "hh:mm:ss.nnn", "feet+ff", "feet.ff", "ms", "frames",
etc., where:
hh - hours, mm - minutes ,ss - seconds, ff - frames, nnn - miliseconds, nn - 10 miliseconds (1/100
seconds),
ms - the whole time is in miliseconds, frames - the whole time is in frames.
feet - used to specify 35mm feet/frames timecode. Must be followed by a separator ("+", "." ...) and
frames. 1 feet = 16 frames. After the feet value you can specify the number of digits separated by ":"
and in this case the feet's number will be expanded by leading zeros. For example feet.ff will result in
a string like 352.12 but feet:5.ff will produce 00352.12
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6.7. Export Multiple Files
Export multiple files command is intended to help you split your subtitles in several files according to specified
timecode ranges. The command allows you output EZT, DLP Cinema XML, SMPTE 428-7-2014 and MCC CEA-708
Captions files.
Use File/Export Multiple Files … menu to start the command. The following dialog window opens up:

General parameters
You can choose the specific output format by pressing the Select button. Please mind that for the DLP Cinema
subtitle XML and MCC CEA-708 Closed Captions formats all available options will be displayed when you press the
OK button. And if you choose to output EZT files, all the settings will automatically be saved for each of them.
Using the browse
you can select the destination folder. The File Name will be automatically filled with the name
of the current project but it can be changed in addition. The individual files will be named by adding a sequential
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number to the file name specified here. If you want to use a custom naming pattern you can place "@" character
anywhere in the specified name. It will be replaced with the sequential number. For example "Part @ Wildlife" will
result in the following files: "WildLife-3D_Part1.XML", "WildLife-3D_Part2.XML", etc.
Please mind that when you choose to export to DLP Subtitle XML or SMPTE 428-7-2014 each individual "reel" will be
saved in separate subfolder containing the XML or PNG subtitles, the font files and presentation lists if you
have activated the respective options.

Timecode ranges
The subtitles will be split into couple of consecutive files by specifying Start and End Timecode points for each
individual output file. It is not necessary that the timecode ranges are consecutive. There could be gaps or you can
exclude some of them from the export by clicking the respective check box. Add/Remove and Up/Down buttons
could be used to arrange the ranges.
Loading Start/End points from external file is another useful feature. Use the respective Import Chapter List
button and browse to the file containing these details. Almost any plain text file can be used for this purpose and
the only requirement is to have one timecode per line. A simple list of timecodes or a file similar to the following
example can be used:
Chapter 1: 02:00:00:00
Chapter 2: 02:16:24:00
Chapter 3: 02:36:36:00

Options
Export Multiple Files command allows you to export the Zero Subtitle from your project. The following three options
available are:
Export for first file only

The Zero Subtitle will be saved in the first, leading, file.

Export for all files

The Zero Subtitle will be saved in all files.

Ignore for all files

The Zero Subtitle will not be exported.

Recut all to same Start Timecode
Finally, you could consider using the Recut all to same Start Timecode option when all the output files need to
start from the very same Start Timecode point. For example looking at the image above the subtitles in the first file
will be offset by -01:00:00:00, the second one by -01:16:24:00, the third by -01:36:36:00 or in other words by
the difference between the values specified by the Recut all to same Start TC and the Start Timecode for
each individual file.
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7.1. Project settings
After loading the subtitle file use File/Project Settings menu to access these features. All adjustments that you
make here will be saved with the .ezt file.
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7.1.1. Media

Here you can select the video and Stereoscopic 3D properties.
Mode
With 3DTitles you could prepare Open or Digital Cinema subtitles as well as Closed Captions with 3D. However, you
will have to have the appropriate .ezt file prepared in advance by EZTitles for the project type you’ll be using.
As with 3DTitles you could reflect, but could not change the project type your subtitles are being prepared for –
Open subtitles or Closed captions. This is required because of the different techniques used in the creation of Open
subtitles and Closed captions. As there are some specific requirements both open subtitles and closed captions
need to address on their own terms.
Open Subtitles
Open Subtitles are intended for authoring to 3D Blu-ray Disc™ or editing and burn in by a NLE system such as Avid®
Media Composer®, Adobe Premiere®, Final Cut Pro or even by Harmonic's ProMedia™ Carbon and WFS transcoding
applications.
Digital Cinema
Subtitles for Digital Cinema must follow a specific set of rules and standards accepted and enforced by the motion
pictures community. The Digital Cinema mode fully complies with the existing standards and most of the
parameters will automatically be used by the DLP Cinema XML and SMPTE export options during the subtitles
export.
Closed Captions
Closed Captions on the other hand are intended for transmission as part of the VANC of the selected video material
and can be switched on or off by the viewer.
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CEA-708 captions could be exported as MCC only.
Video
Here you can select the resolution, the frame rate and the aspect ratio of the video. All standard definition, HD, 2K
and 4K resolutions are available.
Please, mind that the video size selected here not necessarily matches the loaded video file size. It is possible to
use a draft copy of the movie with a smaller resolution in 3DTitles.
The video format size selected from here refers to the size of the final product i.e. the movie's resolution in our
plug-ins or the video size of the project in 3D Bly-ray authoring system.

Timecode
The timecode standard used for the current project. The available options are: 24 fps, 25 fps, 30 drop-frame and
non-drop. Depending on the frame rate selected some of the options here could be shown or hidden.
Closed Captions
Please mind that CEA-708 closed captions are usually produced and transmitted for videos running at 29.97fps
drop-frame.
Stereoscopic 3D
Along with the video frame rate, resolution and timecode format you can adjust the Stereoscopic 3D layout. The
choices that you have are listed here:
Mono
Side-by-Side, Left Image First
Side-by-Side, Right Image First
Top-Bottom, Left Image Top
Top-Bottom, Right Image Top
Interlaced, Left Image First
Interlaced, Right Image First
Dual Stream
The layouts are discussed in details within the How does 3D work? section.
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7.1.2. Safe Area

Open and Digital Cinema Subtitles

Margins
The margins are measured from the edges of the picture. For Open projects the safe area margins are typically
expressed in pixels although if you find it more convenient you can change them to percentage instead.
Both cases, however, you'll be able to see their respective value in the other units as well. For example, entering a
pixel value will also result in displaying its respective percentage right next.
For Digital Cinema mode the units are automatically switched to percent as they are typically measured like this in
the specifications.
The settings here are used both to control the text placement and check if the text is inside the specified area.
The Defaults button restores back the default values for current video resolution which are 10% from the edges.
Row interval / Line Spacing
Controls the space between the text lines. It can be specified in two ways illustrated with the next pictures:
Row Interval

Line Spacing
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Too small value will overlap the text lines.

Bottom align position
This parameter affects only the subtitles with bottom vertical alignment.
Below Baseline and Over Baseline options are used with letterboxed video when the text should be positioned in
the black stripes in certain way.
Above Safe Area Bottom is used for regular bottom aligned text. This is the default value.
Below Baseline
The text appears below the baseline as illustrated with the two pictures below:

The position of the baseline (yellow line) can be modified in addition.
Over Baseline
Subtitles with a single line of text appear below the baseline.
For subtitles with two text lines the higher one appears above the baseline and the lower one - below the baseline:

The position of the baseline (yellow line) can be adjusted.
Note: Options for vertical positioning over or below the baseline are available for Open projects only.

CEA-708 Closed Captions
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For CEA-708 closed captions in 4:3 aspect ratio the screen is divided in 32 columns which also mean that there
might be 32 characters at most at each text line.
For videos in 16:9, 1.85:1 or 2.39:1 aspect ratio the screen is 42 columns wide instead and 42 characters can
be inserted on each text line.
Please mind that it is possible to load closed captions file containing more than 32 or respectively 42 characters in
3DTitles but the lines exceeding the limit will be truncated and the extra characters will not be present in the
output MCC file.
Z Safe Area
There are limits for the parallax that human eyes can accept. These limits depend on many factors: screen size, TV
or cinema, distance to the screen, etc.
If you have such limits defined by your customer you can apply them here. The program won’t allow you to add
depth to the subtitle if its value falls beyond these restrictions. The parallax is measured as a percent (ratio) of the
screen's width. The default values provide comfort and they are high enough so you should not fee restricted by
them in any way.
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7.1.3. Fonts

Open Subtitles

Here you can select the two fonts that will be used for the subtitle rendering and their properties. Along with font’s
boldness and size you can set additional properties, like spacing and horizontal scaling.
Spacing (defined in pixels, ranging from –16.0 to +16.0) specifies the additional space left between the characters
– when its value is negative characters are drawn closer to each other. In case of a positive value characters are
drawn further apart from one another.
Horizontal Scale (defined in percent, ranging from +50 to +150) specifies horizontal characters deformation –
values lower than 100 will shrink and higher than 100 will expand the character's width.
Right to Left - click this checkbox if you are working in Arabic, Hebrew or Persian. You can configure one of the
fonts to be right-to-left and thus having subtitles with both left-to-right and right-to-left lines.
Asian Text Font option enables the program to display Asian and non Asian text with different font when they are
inserted on the same line. The text displayed with the Asian dedicated font have the same size as the regular font.
Note: Please mind that the Asian Text Font option will be correctly preserved when the subtitles are saved in the
native .EZT format or exported as Images/DVB Subtitles. All other file formats does not support such feature.

CEA-708 Closed Captions
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CEA-708 Closed Captions offer limited usage of fonts and for compatibility reasons only 5 of them could be used for
preview purposes by 3DTitles.
The fonts available for preview purposes are:
Default Font

Directly corresponds to the default preview font set at the viewer's decoding
device. The Default Font option is represented by a monospaced font with serifs
(Courier New) for compatibility reasons.

Proportionally spaced without
serifs

Appears similarly to Arial.

Proportionally spaced with
serifs

Appears similarly to Times New Roman.

Monospaced with serifs

Appears similarly to Courier New.

Monospaced without serifs

Appears similarly to Lucida Console.
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7.1.4. Effects

Open Subtitles

Box
From here you can control the Boxed subtitles' look. The following parameters can be specified:
Left, Right, Top and Bottom extends - how many pixels the box will be expanded with in the
corresponding direction. For PAL/NTSC resolution the defaults are left: 18 pixels, right: 18 pixels, top and
bottom are 0 pixels.
Color option specifies the color of the box. The default color is black.
Opacity option is applied for Ghost boxed, Ghost striped and Ghost block-boxed subtitles. Larger values
make the box less transparent. The default is '35%'.
Outline and Shadow
From here you can configure Outline and drop-shadow presentation style. When enabled, an outline (or border)
will be drawn around the characters with the width and color specified by you. Width value ranges are from 0 to 8
(default is 2) even though reasonable values are from 1 to 3. However you can experiment with other values, which
better suit your needs depending on the current font and size chosen.
When enabled, drop-shadow will draw a shadow of the characters in a selected color and defined offset relative
to the original character's position. Both X Offset and Y Offset settings accept values within the range from -8 to
8. You can disable the drop-shadow by entering zero pixels in both fields.
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Negative Y Offset values mean the shadow will be drawn above the original character's position. Giving positive Y
Offset values will draw a shadow bellow the original position.
X Offset acts similarly, where negative values will set the shadow before and positive will set the shadow after the
original character's position. You can combine negative and positive values for the X and Y Offsets to achieve the
desired results.
Text/Anti-aliasing
The text color is the color of the normal text.
When Anti-aliasing option is turned on, an anti-aliasing algorithm is applied to the drawn text, which smooths
the edges of the characters.

CEA-708 Closed Captions
CEA-708 Closed Captions offer more presentation effects, compared to CEA-608 captions like different text colors,
background colors and closed captions specific styles like Pop-on, Roll-up and Paint On.
They need to be adjusted in advanced by EZTitles.
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7.2. Preferences
The preferences options affect various parts of the program's behaviour but they are not part of the project
settings. To access them if you want to do any adjustments, please, use File/Preferences... menu.
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7.2.1. General

Monitors
In a multi-monitor system you can select which is your 3D display device and where the program's window to be
displayed. You can configure 3DTitles so you can have the program's main form and the full-screen 3D preview
displayed simultaneously on two different monitors.
If you experience any problems identifying the monitors you can press the corresponding button and big numbers
will be displayed for a few seconds on all monitors representing their numbers.
3D playback
From the Device Type menu you could select the 3D display technology that will be used:
NVIDIA 3D Vision

Use this option if you have NVIDIA 3D Vision compatible video card, glasses and
display device.
3DTV Play is another of NVIDIA's products which allows you to connect your TV
to your computer.

Generic Side-by-Side
Generic Top-Bottom

Most 3D TVs support and play videos in these stereoscopic 3D formats. Choosing
any of them will allow you to enjoy the 3D preview directly on your 3D
compatible TV.

The Display Mode option allows you to change the resolution of the output picture on your 3D display and offers
list of resolutions to choose from. The Default one will simply use the display device's current resolution.
Note: If you are using 3DTV Play the Display Mode shall be set to 1920x1080 24Hz, 1280x720 50Hz or
1280x720 60 Hz.
Depth Graph Full Screen
Switching the Visible option on enables the display of the Subtitle Depth Graph during the full screen, stereoscopic
playback of the clip. Furthermore its position on the screen can be selected from the respective drop-down menu.
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Audio Playback
The only option available here is Use audio time-stretch filter. It is switched on by default.
This option significantly improves the sound quality when playing at speeds 1.5x and 2x, removing the pitch and
keeping the speech understandable.
Updates
3DTitles will regularly check online for new versions and will inform you if there are any when the program starts.
You are given the choice to select how frequently our software will check for updates or disable the check entirely.
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7.2.2. Z-Map and Shot Changes

When the Z-Map and Shot Changes Detection has finished the collected data will be stored in two files. This
actually prevents the urge of starting the whole time consuming detection process all over again, the next time you
decide to work with this video and respectively subtitles file.
The default location for these data files is the video file's folder but you can change it here by specifying a folder of
your choice. The two data files will be called as the video file you are working with followed by "~zmap.dat" and
"~shots.dat" suffixes.
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7.2.3. Shortcuts

Here you can configure the keyboard shortcuts.
At first you need to select the Category. The corresponding commands will then display within the box at the right.
After that, click on the desired command. The currently assigned shortcuts are displayed in the "Command
Shortcut 1" and "Command Shortcut 2" fields. Click in either one of that fields and press the desired new key
combination. You can use the Ctrl, Alt, Shift buttons and one more key (from the letters, numbers or the num pad
on the keyboard). After the new combination is chosen click on the Change button and it will be stored.
You can define two different shortcuts for a single command. By doing this you can have alternative sets of
commands for example - for your notebook’s keyboard.
If you don't want to use some of the existing shortcuts, then select the desired command and click the Clear button.
This will delete the stored key combination.
Pressing the Defaults button will restore the shortcut combinations to the default ones used in 3DTitles.
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7.2.4. Appearance

The Appearance menu offers few options to modify how 3DTitles' interface looks like.
It is currently possible to Change the main editor's background color with another, more appealing or comforting to
the eyes or switch to another visual theme. Visual themes that are currently available include: Default (current
Windows theme), Silver and Graphite.
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7.2.5. Command options
Preview subtitled scenes only

These parameters are used to tune the "Preview subtitled scenes only" options.
Jump if gap is greater

The program will skip the video between the titles if the gap between
them is greater than the entered value in seconds. The default is 5
seconds.

Jump Y frames after subtitle

The program will play the video Y frames after the current subtitle
ends and then will jump on the next subtitle. The default is 12
frames.

Start Z frames before subtitle

The program will resume the video Z frames before the next subtitle
starts. The default is 37 frames.

Move Subtitle Position Commands

Controls the horizontal offset for Move Subtitle Left/Right and the vertical offset for the Move Subtitle

Up/Down commands in Open/Native and Digital Cinema modes.
Jump Back / Forward
Here you can select the time in seconds used with Jump back and Jump forward commands. Its value set by
default is 10 seconds.

Automatic depth estimation
The methods used to estimate the subtitle's depth will place the subtitle a little in front of the nearest object. In this
section you can specify this amount.
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The units in which the adjustment is specified are described here. 3DTitles' default value is set to -0.05.
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7.3. Merge command
By using the File/Read - Merge options you can easily read attributes from an external .ezt file like the text,
timing, formatting and positioning or Z-position and add them to the currently loaded project.
The regular "open" dialog will show up where you can choose the particular file first and then specify the options:

Read Subtitles

Subtitle Attributes

Specify what you want to read from the file: Cues, Text, Formatting and
Positioning.
The Formatting option will read the formatting font (font 1, font 2), italics,
underline, colors, specific background and effects.
The Positionoption will read the horizontal alignment and justification as
well as vertical alignment and raised text lines.
The Z-position will respectively read the subtitles' depth from the external
project and will set it for the corresponding subtitles in the current project.

Overwrite from beginning

Replace all subtitles starting from the first one with the contents of the
selected file.

Append

Place the subtitles from the selected file after the last subtitle in the current
project.

Match Subtitle Numbers

3DTitles will compare the two files for subtitles with matching numbers.
If a subtitle number from the second file matches the one in the current
project, the selected attributes of the current subtitles are replaced by
those in the second file.
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Insert subtitles for unmatched numbers - if there are subtitles in the
second file that have no match in the current subtitles they will be inserted
in the current project.
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7.4. Playback Setup
3DTitles uses Direct Show technology for video files playback. Using Video/Setup Playback command you can
specify the components that you want to use.

In general the Splitter extracts the video and audio streams from the file and then the decoders are used to decode
them. Here are listed all components that you have installed by categories.
Use this dialog if you experience problems playing the video files. The content of this window varies on different
systems so there is no general advise how to configure it.
When the program is installed and started for the first time "Use system default" option is selected. Thus Windows
will decide itself which components will be used.
Note: Although there are a lot of compatible Video/Audio decoders, the LAV filters shall work for most of the video
types and we strongly recommend using them.
You can always contact us or use the Send Feedback command to send us the list of the installed Direct Show
splitters and decoders you have on your system so we can give you an advise how to configure it for better
experience.
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7.5. Prepare crash report
The Help/Prepare Crash Report will create a .ZIP file on your computer's desktop containing files which we
could use to track down the errors or problems you have experienced, including the error log, your personal user
settings and general information about the video codecs you have installed on your computer.
E-mailing the ZIP to us will help us track down and solve any experienced issues quicker.
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Please note that certain commands (mainly time code related) use keys located on the numeric keypad. They are
indicated by Num prefix. It is advised that you keep the Numlock off as this affects a number of shortcuts used in
3DTitles.
The most important commands that use numeric pad shortcuts are duplicated for the notebook users without
numeric keyboard.
The shortcuts are grouped by categories:
Basic Commands
Format and Navigation
3D Position
Video Navigation
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8.1. Basic Commands
Open...

Ctrl+O

Opens an EZTitles subtitles file

Close

Closes the loaded subtitle file

Read Z Positions

Reads the Z positions from existing .ezt file

Save

Ctrl+S

Saves the current subtitle file

Save As...

Saves the current subtitles file with a new name

Export Images...

Saves the current subtitles in a selected file format

Export DLP XML...

Export subtitles in DLP XML format.

Export MCC

Export subtitles in MCC CEA-708 Closed Captions
format

Export Multiple Files

Splits the subtitle file in several files according to a
reference timecode points (chapters) in the file.

Project Settings...

Changes current project settings

Preferences...

Changes the program settings

Exit

Closes the program after prompting to save any
unsaved files

Open video file...

Opens video file

Close video file

Closes current video file

Setup Time-Code

Sets up virtual time-code for current video file

Setup Playback

Opens the advance control options for the video
playback

Toggle Full Screen

F10

Toggle full screen mode

Exit Full Screen

Esc

Exits full screen mode

Undo

Ctrl+Z

Reverses the last command or delete the last entry
you typed

Group Undo

Ctrl+Alt+Z

Restores the contents of the last edited subtitle

Redo

Ctrl+Y

Reverses the action of Undo command

Help

F1

Calls the integrated Help

Commands and shortcuts

Alt+F1

Lists all 3DTitles' commands and shortcuts

About

Displays program information, version number and
copyright

EZTitles 3D online...

Opens EZTitles web site in your web browser

Send feedback...

Prepares an e-mail with the program configuration and
codecs information

Check for updates...

Checks for updates
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8.2. Format and Navigation
Previous Subtitle

Num PgUp / PgUp

Goes to the previous subtitle in the list

Next Subtitle

Num PgDn / PgDn

Goes to the next subtitle in the list

Justify Left

Left justifies the rows of the subtitle

Justify Center

Center justifies the rows of the subtitle

Justify Right

Right justifies the rows of the subtitle

Position Left

Positions the subtitle on the left safe area edge

Position Center

Positions the subtitle on the center of the screen

Position Right

Positions the subtitle on the right safe area edge

Move Subtitle Left

Ctrl+Alt+Num Left

Move current subtitle left

Move Subtitle Right

Ctrl+Alt+Num Right

Move current subtitle right

Move Subtitle Up

Ctrl+Alt+Num Up

Move current subtitle up

Move Subtitle Down

Ctrl+Alt+Num Down

Move current subtitle down
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8.3. 3D Position
Move Subtitle Further

Num +

Moves the current subtitle further from the viewer

Fast Move Subtitle Further

Shift+Num +

Moves the current subtitle further from the viewer with bigger
steps

Move Subtitle Closer

Num -

Moves the current subtitle closer to the viewer

Fast Move Subtitle Closer

Shift+Num -

Moves the current subtitle closer to the viewer with bigger
steps

Reset Subtitle 3D Position

Num *

Reset (zero) the subtitle's 3D position

Estimate Subtitle Depth

Alt+Num Enter

Calculates and set the Z position of the subtitles according to
its rectangle

Estimate Subtitle Depth from
Z-Map

Ctrl+Alt+Num
Enter

Calculates the Z position of the subtitle using the Z-Map file.
Please check Automatic Depth Estimation

Copy Depth

Ctrl + C

Copies the Depth of the current segment to clipboard

Paste Depth

Ctrl + V

Pastes the copied Depth in the current segment

Add Depth Segment

Alt+Num Ins

Adds a point in which the depth of the current subtitle
changes

Convert to Smooth Segment

Alt+Shift+Num
Enter

Converts the current segment to smooth transition segment

Delete Depth Segment

Alt+Num Del

Delete current depth segment

Clear Depth Segments

Delete all depth segments for the current subtitle

Move Subtitle Depth
Segment Left

,

Moves the current segment one frame to the left

Move Subtitle Depth
Segment Right

.

Moves the current segment one frame to the right

Move Depth Segment Start
point Left

Ctrl + ,

Moves the start point of the current segment one frame to
the left

Move Depth Segment Start
Point Right

Ctrl + .

Moves the start point of the current segment one frame to
the right

Move Depth Segment End
point Left

Alt + ,

Moves the end point of the current segment one frame to the
left

Move Depth Segment End
point Right

Alt + .

Moves the end point of the current segment one frame to the
right
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Closed Captions
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-DDeformation
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Digital Cinema
57
display
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90
DLP Cinema Subtitle XML
Export
57
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feedback
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File
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Final Cut Pro
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Final Cut Pro X 54
Fonts
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full screen
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